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Quantifying heterogeneous contact
patterns in Japan: a social contact survey
Lankeshwara Munasinghe, Yusuke Asai and Hiroshi Nishiura*

Abstract

Background: Social contact surveys can greatly help in quantifying the heterogeneous patterns of infectious
disease transmission. The present study aimed to conduct a contact survey in Japan, offering estimates of contact
by age and location and validating a social contact matrix using a seroepidemiological dataset of influenza.

Methods: An internet-based questionnaire survey was conducted, covering all 47 prefectures in Japan and
including a total of 1476 households. The social contact matrix was quantified assuming reciprocity and using the
maximum likelihood method. By imposing several parametric assumptions for the next-generation matrix, the
empirical seroepidemiological data of influenza A (H1N1) 2009 was analysed and we estimated the basic reproduction
number, R0.

Results: In total, the reported number of contacts on weekdays was 10,682 whereas that on weekend days was 8867.
Strong age-dependent assortativity was identified. Forty percent of weekday contacts took place at schools or
workplaces, but that declined to 14% on weekends. Accounting for the age-dependent heterogeneity with
the known social contact matrix, the minimum value of the Akaike information criterion was obtained and R0
was estimated at 1.45 (95% confidence interval: 1.42, 1.49).

Conclusions: Survey datasets will be useful for parameterizing the heterogeneous transmission model of various
directly transmitted infectious diseases in Japan. Age-dependent assortativity, especially among children, along with
numerous contacts in school settings on weekdays implies the potential effectiveness of school closure.

Keywords: Epidemic, Epidemiological model, Mathematical model, Cumulative incidence, Influenza

Background
The epidemiological dynamics of directly transmitted in-
fectious diseases frequently exhibit highly heterogeneous
patterns [1]. In particular, the transmission of acute infec-
tious diseases tends to depend on the age of both primary
cases and their contacts [2], indicating a critical need to
account for age-dependent heterogeneity [3]. The basic
reproduction number in such a heterogeneously mixing
population is derived as the largest eigenvalue of the
age-dependent next-generation matrix [1, 4], and its com-
putation with n heterogeneously mixing age groups re-
quires quantification of n × n elements of the matrix.
However, it is frequently the case that the degrees of free-
dom during the statistical estimation are limited (e.g., lim-
ited by n different values of input data) [5].

Because use of the so-called WAIFW (who acquires
infection from whom) matrix serves as an approxima-
tion of the actual heterogeneous contact pattern [2], this
has recently attracted the attention of researchers, and
conducting a social contact survey appears to greatly as-
sist in reducing uncertainty with respect to heteroge-
neous contact patterns and quantifying a WAIFW
matrix [6, 7]. In many instances, participants in social
contact surveys, who are mostly recruited via conveni-
ence sampling, are asked to report the number of con-
tacts they experience on a given day (e.g., a weekday or
weekend day) with someone in the same or a different
age group, the social setting of that contact, the type of
contact (e.g., exchanging a few sentences or physical
bodily contact), the duration of contact, and so on. A
landmark study reporting the social contact patterns
among eight different European countries was con-
ducted as part of the so-called POLYMOD, a European
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Commission project [6]. Starting with the first study
published in 2008, similar surveys have been increas-
ingly conducted across the world, mostly using a
written diary [2, 6, 8, 9] or remote sensing device
[10–12]. Additional survey methods have also been
reported, including the analysis of time-use data [13]
and mobile phone network data [14]. Such empirical
data appear to be an essential back-up for infectious
disease modelling in the event of emerging infectious
disease epidemics, such as the Ebola virus disease epi-
demic in West Africa in 2014–2016 [15, 16].
POLYMOD surveys have taken place in East and

Southeast Asian countries and regions, including China,
the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region, Japan,
Taiwan, Thailand, and Vietnam [8, 9, 17–23]. Whereas
the findings have mostly echoed those reported in West-
ern countries (e.g., strong age assortativity, decreased
contacts with age, and increased contacts with house-
hold size) [8], these studies can be expected to provide
key information to parameterize infectious disease trans-
mission in these countries. An existing study in Japan by
Ibuka et al. [17] also successfully identified characteris-
tics similar to those stated above; however, that study in-
dicated a weak predictability of influenza using a contact
matrix alone. Also, people aged 20–29 years were con-
sidered to have been under-represented in the published
survey. The need remains for a similar data collection
method but one that addresses the issue of validation
using infectious disease data, possibly with better repre-
sentation of the Japanese population.
The present study aimed to conduct a contact survey

in Japan, offering estimates of contacts according to
5-year age groups, and validating the matrix using a ser-
oepidemiological dataset of influenza.

Methods
Data collection
We conducted an internet-based questionnaire survey
covering all 47 prefectures in Japan. Area sampling was
conducted using the population size in Japan, determin-
ing the sample size by age and prefecture to be propor-
tional to the actual age- and prefecture-specific
distributions. The survey was conducted via a private
company that has a collection of monitors to act as po-
tential respondents across Japan, and published studies
that rested on the internet survey of the same company
are found elsewhere [24–26]. The present survey started
with an advertisement that was notified among all regis-
tered monitors, and of these, a total of 1476 households
have voluntarily decided to participate in the survey. As
a consequence, a total of 2271 respondents were con-
veniently sampled to achieve a proportional sample of
0.015% in each 5-year age stratum and prefecture. The
survey was conducted from 28 October to 1 December

2014, with manual validation of unclear responses con-
tinuing until 9 March 2015. Demographic variables
other than age and prefecture of residence included sex,
occupation and household size. Each respondent re-
corded all contacts during one weekday (Wednesday)
and one weekend day (Sunday). A contact was defined
as an exchange of three Japanese sentences or a physical
touch on the skin. Each survey respondent was re-
quested to keep a diary, recording each contactor’s age,
sex, type of contact (i.e., conversation or physical), and
the duration and location of contact. The questionnaire
format was the same as that used elsewhere [6].

Contact matrix
According to the ages of each respondent–contactor
pair, reported contacts were grouped into 15 discrete age
groups (0–4, 5–9, …, 65–69, and 70 years or older).
These constituted the so-called social contact matrix
{mij} representing the rate of contact between an individ-
ual in age group j with individuals in age group i on a
given day. To quantify {mij}, we adopted an assumption
of reciprocity, i.e., the mean number of contacts that an
individual in age group i experiences with individuals in
age group j is equal to the number that an individual in
age group j experiences with individuals in age group i.
Thus, we adjusted the asymmetry of the contact rate
using the age-dependent population size. The mean con-
tact rate {mij} was estimated using the maximum likeli-
hood method, as previously reported [7].

Validation using influenza data
A key assumption when using the social contact matrix
to model age-dependent heterogeneity of infectious dis-
ease transmission is that the age-dependent transmission
matrix containing the contact frequency is informed by
the social contact matrix. To capture age-dependent het-
erogeneity, we used the so-called next-generation
matrix, K = {kij}, comprising the average number of sec-
ondary infections in age group i that are caused by a sin-
gle infectious individual in age group j in a fully
susceptible population. The matrix describes the
per-generation heterogeneity for the risk of infection by
age; in the simplest terms, it may be parameterized using
the social contact matrix as kij = qmij, where q is a con-
stant that can be interpreted as the disease-specific in-
fectivity [27]. Alternatively, one can parameterize K as
kij = simij if the susceptibility varies with age group i, and
similarly, kij = ujmij if the infectiousness of age group j
matters biologically.
Once the parametric assumption of the next-generation

matrix was determined, we quantified the next-generation
matrix by analysing the empirical seroepidemiological
dataset of influenza A (H1N1) 2009 collected by the
government of Japan [28] and estimating the basic
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reproduction number, R0, which is interpreted as the aver-
age number of secondary cases generated by a typical sin-
gle primary case in a fully susceptible population and is
calculated as the largest eigenvalue of the next-generation
matrix [1, 3, 4]. Depending on the parametric assumption,
we estimated the constant q or age-dependent susceptibil-
ity si to scale the next-generation matrix. To do so, we
analysed the age-specific final size distribution (or sero-
logically determined cumulative incidence) of influenza A
(H1N1) 2009, using the difference in the age-specific sero-
prevalence between the 2009 and 2010 surveys. In 2009
and 2010, a total of 6626 and 6539 samples were collected,
respectively, from all age groups. In each year, the survey
took place from June to September; thus, the surveys in
2009 and 2010 contained the first wave of the pandemic
within the inter-survey period. To determine seropositiv-
ity, we imposed a cut-off level of 1:20 as the default [29].
Additional file 1: Table S1 shows the dataset used to valid-
ate the importance of using the social contact matrix. Sub-
tracting the positive fraction in 2009 from that in 2010, we
obtained the empirical value of cumulative incidence zi,
which satisfies the so-called age-dependent final size
equation:

zi ¼ 1− exp −
X

j
z jkij

� �

where i and j denote age groups and {kij} denotes the
next-generation matrix. Iteratively solving this equation,
we optimized the likelihood function

L θ;n;mð Þ ¼
Y

i

n10;i
m10;i

� �
z9;i þ zi
� �m10;i 1−z9;i−zi

� �n10;i−m10;i

where n10,i and m10,i represent the observed total and
positive serological samples in age group i in 2010, re-
spectively, z9,i is the positive fraction of age group i in
2009, and θ is the population parameter. We parameter-
ized the next-generation matrix in various ways and
tested the goodness of fit referring to the Akaike
information criterion (AIC). As possible candidate
matrices that do not rest on the social contact matrix,
we tested the fully parameterized next-generation matrix
including the homogeneous mixing assumption (kij = R),
where R is a constant and the separable mixing assump-
tion (kij = aiaj), comparing their fit against those using
the social contact matrix. The 95% confidence intervals
(CI) of parameters were computed using the profile
likelihood.

Ethical considerations
The purpose of the study was explained to participants,
and they were ensured that the extent of the use of sur-
vey information would be limited to the present study.
Informed consent was obtained via a website, and

participants had the right to withdraw at any time dur-
ing the study period. The Medical Ethics Committees of
the Graduate School of Medicine, The University of
Tokyo approved this study (approval ID: 10478). As for
the seroepidemiological data, the present study used
publicly available data [28]. The datasets had already
been fully anonymized and did not include any identifi-
able information. Thus, ethical approval was not re-
quired for the analysis of seroepidemiological data.

Data sharing policy
Seroepidemiological surveillance data can be accessed
online via a linked URL [28]. A summary of the contact
datasets presented in this study can be obtained from
the corresponding author upon request.

Results
In total, the reported number of contacts on weekdays
was 10,682 and that on weekend days was 8867. Fig-
ure 1a shows the distribution of the daily rate of con-
tacts per person, revealing a right-skewed distribution
that could potentially be approximated to follow a power
law, which can be confirmed by approximately a linear
distribution by log-log plot. Due to area sampling with a
proportional age sampling distribution, the samples of
our survey qualitatively captured the essential part of the
ages that were observed, whereas the ages among elderly
respondents were relatively under-sampled (Fig. 1b).
Due to the internet survey that starts with recruitment
of registered monitors that are dominated by house-
wives, female slightly dominated respondents (59.6%).
Common occupations included office workers (25.4%),
housewives (23.9%), part-time worker (12.4%), retired
persons (4.9%), primary school children (4.5%), and
self-employed persons (4.2%). The household size ranged
from 1 to 10 with the mean and standard deviation of
3.2 and 0.2 persons, respectively, which are consistent
with the household size of the entire Japan.
Of contacts on weekdays and weekend days, 27.8 and

34.9% were classified as physical contacts, respectively.
On weekdays, the highest average number of physical
contacts per person (5.36) was seen in the age group 0–
4 years, and the highest number of non-physical contacts
(5.67) was seen in respondents aged 15–19 years. The
lowest average number of physical contacts (0.69) was
found among those aged 65–69 years and that of
non-physical contacts (0.12) was among small children
aged 0–4 years (Additional file 2: Table S2). These pat-
terns were maintained on weekend days (Additional file 3:
Table S3). The difference between weekdays and week-
end days was highlighted by the location of contact, i.e.,
40% of weekday contacts took place at school or the
workplace, but this declined to 14% on the weekend
(Additional file 4: Figure S1). On the contrary,
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Fig. 1 Distributions of contact frequency and age of sample population in Japan. a Log-log plot of contact frequency distribution. Logarithm of
the proportion of the sample population was taken against the number of contacts (contact frequency) per day. b Age distribution of the study
sample (bars) by age group and sex. Dashed lines represent the age distributions of the entire population of Japan as of 1 November 2016,
overlaid with the sample population

Fig. 2 Contact matrix on weekdays and weekend days. a Average weekday and b weekend contact rate with discrete gradations. Age-dependent
contact heterogeneity is approximately captured by these matrices. The number in each cell represents the contact rate per person
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household contacts accounted for 35 and 50% of con-
tacts on weekday and weekend days, respectively.
An age-dependent contact matrix by 5-year age groups

is shown in Fig. 2. The assortativity coefficient, measured
using Newman’s assortativity index or equivalently, Pear-
son’s moment correlation, was 0.27 and 0.18 for weekday
and weekend contacts, respectively, clearly indicating that
the mixing pattern was highly age assortative. From this
difference and the data in Additional files 2 and 3: Tables
S2 and S3, it can be seen that the assortative contacts
stemmed from contacts taking place at schools or work-
places. In addition to the contacts within similar age
groups, we identified the relatively high contact between
children and those aged from 25 to 40 years, representing
household contacts. The density of household contacts
was elevated on weekend days.
Figure 3 shows contacts classified into those in house-

holds and the community. The non-household contacts
indicate that assortative or within-age group contacts
dominated the overall contacts (Fig. 3a). However, in
households, contacts between parents and children dom-
inated the overall contacts (Fig. 3b). Contacts in the
community are likely to be non-physical, whereas those
in households are frequently physical contacts.
Analysing the difference in the seropositive proportions

between 2009 and 2010 (Additional files 1: Table S1), we
estimated the next-generation matrix using the
above-mentioned weekday contact matrix. Figure 4 shows a
comparison of the observed fraction infected against the
predicted cumulative incidence, using a variety of contact
heterogeneity methods. The highest proportion infected
was seen in adolescents aged 10–14 years (64.0%) and the
lowest proportion was among elderly people aged 60–64
years (13.5%). The overall cumulative incidence, weighted
by age-specific population, was 36.7%. Table 1 shows results

from the model comparison. Without accounting for
age-dependent heterogeneity, R0 was estimated at 1.25 (95%
CI: 1.24, 1.26), but the AIC was as large as 819. When we
accounted for age-dependent heterogeneity without using
the contact matrix, the AIC was reduced, but it remained
unclear whether the estimated heterogeneity sufficiently
captured the age-dependent heterogeneous transmission
patterns. Using the social contact matrix, but without
adjusting age-dependent susceptibility, the AIC was elevated
to 458. Using the matrix and adjusting for age-dependent
susceptibility, a minimum AIC of 209 was obtained, and R0
was estimated to be 1.45 (95% CI: 1.42, 1.49). Owing to
maximum use of the degrees of freedom, AIC for separable
mixing and that using the contact matrix with adjustment
of age-dependent susceptibility were the same to the second
decimal place, but the latter yielded the minimum value
with greater precision. On the other hand, when infectious-
ness was varied with age, the resulting improvement of AIC
was not as large as that of age-dependent susceptibility.
Figure 5 shows the estimated age-dependent relative

susceptibility, indicating a critical need to not rely on
the reported contact; age-dependent susceptibility must
be considered, to capture the observed age-dependent
heterogeneous patterns of transmission. Larger estimates
of relative susceptibility were obtained among those aged
from 20 to 29 years compared with children, perhaps
reflecting limited representation of the social contact
among adults to capture the actual transmission of influ-
enza. There were large variations in relative susceptibil-
ity estimates among elderly, but it is plausible that those
variations were induced by sampling error.

Discussion
In the present study, we performed a social contact sur-
vey in Japan, quantifying an age-dependent contact

Fig. 3 Contact matrix within the household and in the community (weekday contact). Colour bars indicate the mean number of contacts. a Non-
household contact matrix represents the estimated mean number of contacts per day between respondents (i.e., survey participant) and persons
other than their household members. b Household contact matrix represents the estimated mean number of contacts per day between respondents
(i.e., survey participants) and their household members. Household is defined as the same unit of living space, and household members are the individuals
who share that living space, regardless of blood relationship
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matrix by age group and also examining the characteris-
tics according to location of contact. Weekday contacts
were frequently seen in schools or workplaces
whereas weekend contacts mostly took place in
households. We identified strong age-dependent
assortativity, especially among children, implying the
potential effectiveness of school closure. A high rate
of contact was also identified between school-age
children and the age groups of their parents or
guardians. The contact matrix was used to quantify
heterogeneous transmission pattern by age, and we
validated its usefulness by analysing seroepidemiologi-
cal datasets of influenza A (H1N1) 2009. Using the
social contact data, we obtained the minimum AIC,
yielding an estimate of R0 for Japan at 1.45 (95% CI:
1.42, 1.49).

There have been numerous studies conducted on
social contact [2, 6–13, 17–23, 30–60], including an earl-
ier study in Japan [17] and a systematic review [30]. In
the present study, we aimed to validate social contacts in
Japan using infectious disease data. We specifically
investigated age-dependent cumulative incidence using
seroepidemiological data and estimating a next-
generation matrix, which would be key to real-time in-
terpretation of epidemiological dynamics [61–64]. We
thereby demonstrated the importance of accounting for
age-dependent susceptibility. It is important to consider
variations by survey setting and method. In fact, depend-
ing on geographic location, a statistical study using a
Bayesian hierarchical model demonstrated that the as-
sortative contact pattern can vary by location of contact
[31] (e.g., age-dependent assortativity in workplaces was

Fig. 4 Comparison between observed and estimated age-specific proportions of infected individuals during 2009 influenza A (H1N1) pandemic.
Age-specific proportions of infection, or the so-called population attack rate or final size, during the 2009 influenza A (H1N1) pandemic, illustrated
by age. Estimates were obtained by imposing various assumptions of age-dependent contact patterns, including homogeneous (or random)
mixing, separable mixing (i.e., contributions of contactor and contactee are separable), age-independent susceptibility (i.e., the contact matrix was
used, but the entire next-generation matrix was assumed proportional to that matrix), and age-dependent susceptibility (i.e., contact matrix plus
age-dependent susceptibility per contact were estimated)

Table 1 Comparison of model fit and estimated parameters

Contact pattern R0
‡ (95% confidence interval) Number of parameters AIC†

Use social contact matrix Plus age-independent susceptibility 1.34 (1.33, 1.35) 1 457.5

Plus age-dependent susceptibility 1.45 (1.42, 1.49) 15 208.6

Separable mixing 1.40 (1.38, 1.44) 15 208.6

Homogeneous mixing 1.25 (1.24, 1.26) 1 818.9

† Akaike information criterion, calculated as the 2NLL + 2param where NLL and param represent negative log-likelihood and the number of
parameters, respectively
‡ Basic reproduction number, R0, interpreted as the average number of secondary cases generated by a single primary case in a fully susceptible population.
When the age-dependent heterogeneity is taken into account, R0 is calculated as the dominant eigenvalue of the next-generation matrix.
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the least assortative, and inter-generational contact was
more frequent in Asia). Keeping in mind the possibility
of such variations, the present study focused on the use
of social contact data that were validated using epi-
demiological data of influenza, which has been missing
in the literature.
The present study findings support known evidence

from the POLYMOD surveys. First, in our study and also
in other published studies, age-dependent contact was
highly assortative, and quantifying this pattern was key to
appropriately estimating age-dependent interventions, in-
cluding age-dependent supplementary immunization. Sec-
ond, physical and non-physical contacts were surveyed,
and we observed that physical contacts were common in
households whereas non-physical contacts were frequent
in schools and workplaces. Physical contact may be the
key to understanding transmission via contact (e.g., house-
hold transmission of Ebola virus disease), whereas
non-physical contact may mirror the pattern of respiratory
diseases. Different patterns between weekends and week-
days highlight the possible effectiveness of school closure
on influenza transmission [32]. These are useful notions
for parameterizing models to predict future incidence of
infectious diseases [5].
Compared with Ibuka et al. [17], there are three major

differences in our study. First, the contact matrix was
validated using infectious disease data. Second, we per-
formed age-dependent area sampling. Sampling appro-
priate households according to age has been identified
as key for successfully capturing overall patterns of con-
tact [37]. Third, with respect to the overall frequency of
contact, the absolute number of contacts in the present

study was smaller than that in Ibuka et al. [17]; the earl-
ier study implemented a diary-based survey whereas
ours relied on daily input of contacts via a website. As
indicated elsewhere [37], a paper-based diary is more
efficient for recording contacts than an electronic device.
Improvement of the sampling scheme and data collec-
tion method remain open research subjects.
Whereas in the present study, we successfully quanti-

fied the social contact matrix, three technical issues of
the social contact matrix must be noted, from the view-
point of contact networks. First, whereas we devised the
approximate matrix without individual identity, it would
be useful to study how individual-based contacts affect
infectious disease transmission by investigating detailed
topological features as well as dynamic behaviour of the
network. In addition, contact duration was not incorpo-
rated into the estimated contact matrix, which is our
future aim. Second, conventional survey-based contact
data collection can mostly offer only static network data
and may be subject to human error, including reporting
and recall biases. Moreover, such surveys may be time
consuming and costly. Establishing a low-cost alternative
method using novel or existing technologies is warranted
[14, 16].
Four study limitations must be noted. First, the sample

size of the present study was limited, with fewer than
3000 participants, smaller than that of Ibuka et al. [17].
Second, whereas we explicitly chose to use area sam-
pling, sampling was conducted by prefecture; owing to
the proportional nature, we were unable to compare dif-
ferences between urban and rural locations. Third, the
actual definition of contact can be very broad; however,

Fig. 5 Age-dependent relative susceptibility against the 2009 influenza A (H1N1). Maximum likelihood estimates of the age-dependent relative
susceptibility are shown, taking the age group 0–4 years as the reference group with the value 1.0. Dashed lines represent lower and upper 95%
confidence intervals derived from the profile likelihood
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it must be remembered that social contact surveys
involve arbitrariness in defining the contact in each case.
Fourth, the survey included reporting bias, e.g., respon-
dents were mostly sampled from among homemakers
registered with an internet survey company, and the
extent of responses was dependent on the
respondent-driven sampling of household members and
respondents’ computer literacy.
We must emphasize that the present study successfully

adds validated evidence of the social contact matrix to
the literature, identifying common features in the pub-
lished POLYMOD surveys. These datasets will be useful
for parameterizing the heterogeneous transmission
model of infectious diseases in Japan in the future.

Conclusions
In the present study, we conducted a social contact survey
in Japan, validating an age-dependent contact matrix ac-
cording to age group and investigating the characteristics
according to location of contact. Strong age-dependent
assortativity was identified, especially among children, and
a high rate of contact was also identified between
school-age children and the age groups of their parents/
guardians. Survey datasets will be useful for parameteriz-
ing the heterogeneous transmission model of various
directly-transmitted infectious diseases in Japan.
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